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In champaign county court
101 E. Main st.  Urbana IL 61801

James F. Osterbur
2191 county road 2500 E.

St. Joseph IL 61873
www.justtalking3.info
www.trialoflife.info

versus

State of ILLINOIS 
Gifford, IL;  police department

dated 1/ 24/ 12

CASE 2011 TR 022442
RE:    The citation for:  a failure to come to a complete stop, in the town of Gifford
IL.  At a stop sign therein.  Ticket number  3171 Gifford police.  The charge $120

dollars.  I, the accused,    DEMANDING A JURY TRIAL.

REMARKS TO THE JURY:

I have decided to remain silent in court, as that eliminates the fundamental
of buying a transcript of the trial at a later date for web purposes on the site
www.trialoflife.info; unless trial is complicated with particularly disrespectful
actions by the court or its attorney. A greater probability than not.

Consequently silence requires one last method of developing an
environment that is suitable to the understanding initiated within this trial. That
our freedom is at stake, our liberty is fundamental to the process of redress, and
justice for all is necessary for democracy to be real.

Of the various elements demanding jury attention in this trial, as a
relationship between those who intend to rule us, and life in democracy itself
which  IS: we rule ourselves, by the laws we create.   Accountability as
democracy,  for liberty and freedom/ accountability, or the understanding of duty
as a citizen jury defending democracy/ accountability as to what is fundamentally
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at stake in the descriptions of life and world ending threats: that are required to be
understood by all of society/ and the respect required for society from its
employees:  that eliminates the essence of want, pride, and power so diseased
among this people, is controlled by the people/ instead of the people controlled by
their leaders.  THESE then demand ONLY TRUTH AND REALITY must
decide the outcome of this trial, as is absolutely necessary: to sustain a future
on this earth.  No more games, the evidence declares “life or death for us all”.  No
more depending upon the media/ the leaders/ the religion/ the university/ or any
other association “to tell you what to think”.  Make your own decision/ clearly
these have failed us all!

 We begin with the understanding, that this is NOT an attempt to solicit a
judgment in my favor. I am merely a citizen/ what is freedom, rights, or threats
that can exterminate us all: IS EVERYONE’S business!  Rather than a decision
about me:  this is an education in the development called knowledge:  as to the
understanding of democracy and its affiliated responsibilities to ourselves, our
future, our nation, and our world.  Therein the consequences are real, the actions
and reactions particularly defined by the words “redress/ liberty/ and freedom” are
all highly concentrated with the realities of life at this time and in this place.  The
decision that you must make is yours alone/ but carries the weight of a nation, and
even the future of a world, because all others have chosen to hide or run away.  If
you accept the disciplines of evidence presented as a need to investigate these
threats/ establish our democracy by its truth: then it is a decision that affects
the nation and even the world itself.

That said, the element that must be removed at this time is one of “mob
control”.  You must think, rather than act or react/ you must understand, rather
than want, or choose greed or cowardice.  Or more specifically, there is neither a
design,  nor an attempt to influence you in your decision by presenting only one
side, AS YOUR TERRORISTS, and their army of media and greed have done
(asserting you can measure this, or these).  Or undermining your own ability to
understand, (suggesting I have the answer, follow me) by covering the problem
with an assignment of your own want (removing reality, to say we can have it all
for ourselves).  That is irrelevant and unworthy of a courtroom of law ( a reality
here, that only scarcely resembles the law of life, if “You squint, and focus hard”). 
But nonetheless, this is the courtroom, this society and this state does provide; like
it or not. THIS IS A DEMAND FOR:   LEGAL EXAMINATION OF THE
FACTS, an investigation and its results produced IN FRONT OF US ALL;  by
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removing the “darkness of what they hide, and opening the doors to every
decision;  so each can see for themselves”.  Mass hypnosis occurs when “all the
people get to say:   WE CAN, measure this one”/ and therein call him or her
worthless; or at its opposite end “a god”.  The mob exists, when the vast majority
believe: “we can rule, or defeat  these/ without true cost”.  When you allow
yourselves to measure the human being/   TRUTH GETS LOST.  Devalued means:
“we can kill, discard, maim, abuse, use, manipulate, sexually disgrace, or whatever
we want/ because this one has no real value”.  That is fundamental to all disease in
society, and particularly demonstrated by the pedofile: once the child is nothing
more than a toy or a tool or a “rugrat”; then you can use or abuse or do whatever
you want; because they are now worthless.  Which then becomes, what CAN I do
with them?

 Consequently I remind you NOT to consider “me/ apart from the liabilities
of the ticket”.  And demand you remember & choose for the sake of society,
humanity, and its future: DON’T devalue yourselves or this society.  BELIEVE
WE ARE ALL IMPORTANT, and accept the responsibility  necessary!  

 Redress is an investigation,  intended to gather evidence by its truth, reality,
and consequence:  in the most effective manner possible through a courtroom.
Whereby those who lie shall be punished as traitors or less if deserved/ NO
EXCEPTIONS OR EXCLUSIONS (no hiding or running away, this is about our
future, everyone):   we the people shall know, if called you shall answer/ or be
imprisoned.  Simple and plain.  Liberty assigns our responsibility to society and
nation, as a need for this/ a reality of life or death for a world.  While freedom
assigns and dictates what is my/ YOUR own responsibility to society and the
nation/ they are not the same. Failure HAS A PRICE.

As to the threats we face,  as humanity on earth, there is no going back
past the point of no return/ we as humanity or earth simply cannot survive much
longer. Based upon the probably conclusions of any one of many threats that
literally CAN make us extinct.  This IS FUNDAMENTALLY A NEED for
understanding: the example, “if we were to jump off a thousand foot cliff/ then we
will die”. Do you not understand that?  AS OPPOSED TO, those who believe
“nothing bad will happen if we jump off this cliff” and then find themselves dead,
at the bottom without a second chance.  The difference is WISDOM;   IS
REQUIRED.  You cannot simply assume or want:   you must understand, or
you die.  To understand requires the examination of evidence and protection of
the court in stopping any and all undue threats while you search for the answer
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society itself must choose.  Not my decision or yours/ which is why redress is
demanded: our decision/ because it is our fate, or future; by change; we are
involved, everyone.  Our everything CANNOT be decided by a tiny few, who
believe they are “gods”.  There is NO RIGHT: my life/ my choice, or our society/
our choice, as the case may be.

That fundamentally brings us to the far lesser concerns of “government
itself (WHAT have our employees been doing to ourselves, besides allowing
our very world to be threatened)”!   To begin the assimilation of facts that will
then prove or disprove:   REGARDLESS of what you want/ that this world has
changed.  Nature can no longer defeat us/ the ocean is dying/ the environment is
changing/ we are horribly threatened by “science”, as a world/ we are threatened
by weapons of mass destruction: INSTEAD of resolving all these problems with a
world court and world policing through law.  We are particularly threatened with a
population that now exists as 7 billion people roughly one person per acre of
“growing green land” on earth: THAT IS ALL, that stands between us all, and
starvation, as well as oxygen depletion (all those fires) and more.  Threats that
depict HORROR AND HELL, in our very near future.  Unless we change
immediately, and do simply the very best we can.  As truth demands of us, and
reality insists must be so.   Not your way or mine: NOT want or money:  but “for
LIFE FIRST”, across the planet.   A decision affecting, and required: by us
all!

To eliminate all the controversy of who is allowed to rule;  diminish or end
the control of “rulers”;  and establish the essence of fair play for us all.  The
foundation change in governments is:   that the people shall write their own laws:
SHORT/ CONCISE/ AND TO THE POINT; not more than one hundred, so that
all the people can learn and thereby know their law.  By public vote.  This
removes the primary power of government and gives it to the people themselves. 
The second need is to confront our economic reality with “limited capitalism”/
NOT unbridled greed and pride as is today: BUT LIMITS voted upon periodically; 
by the people themselves, so that they know, and understand, “this is, as fair as we
can make it for ourselves”.  Money ain’t a number/ its life, freedom, and
resource! Sharing requires LIMITS.  The element of human behavior called
want, is fundamentally a liar: thereby you know, where want is significant,
THERE WILL always be lies.  Only truth can decide, truth is distinctly defined by
reality, “the element called common sense, its most well known student”.  Only
reality, understood by wisdom,  can determine what is needed for our future as a
planet to survive.  Resources are NO LONGER for the simple-minded taking/
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they are, the difference between whether you murder the future or do the best
you can.

Even the minimal reality of money surfaces as a right in this trial: to
ascertain the truth regarding WHAT IS FAIR?  Thereby does extend to the 
understanding:   “the one percent” did not get rich by orchestrating “business”. 
Rather they became rich: because a debt that cannot be paid: as is true of
American debt for the nation itself at over 120 trillion dollars (not just federal
debt, but all debt)/ or by control over the court or other forms of government. A
debt that cannot be paid  IS JUST INFLATION,  that has been hidden from the
99% so they could not participate in the growing of numbers.  Or more simply:
“your leaders, one and all/ with full blessings of your media” CHOSE:   to create
inflation for themselves, so they could have more numbers to use as money,
against you!  Thereby declaring themselves rich.  But for the 99%, all we were
given is the illusion of debt.  A debt that has been hidden behind the hypocrisy of
federal debts, cheating, rebellion against this democracy,  and lies:   to keep you
from seeing THE THIEVES who have ransacked and raped,  our nation, our
world, and our lives.

These are the fundamental issues of this trial: because where freedom in
democracy exists/   it is there, that the people shall have their say.   YOUR
LEADERS DENY THEIR RESPONSIBILITY AND OATH TO THE
NATION.  THAT LEAVES ONLY A JURY , AS THE LAST DEFE NSE!

 Do not be deceived by the illusion of “our leaders will save us: OR those at
the university know what they are doing”/ THAT IS FUNDAMENTALLY
PROVEN NOT TRUE.  They led you here, to threats of extinction/ the rape of
money/ and the ransacking of resources so extreme, we can die as a world.  They
refused redress unilaterally,(all forms of leadership) because it removes their
power, pride, and wealth.  It strangles their want, with the reality of SHARING,
and participating as equals with the rest: so they refused.  They chose:  “to want
to be ignorant of the law, democracy, and justice” so they could continue
“playing god” over you.

I recommend you choose redress, liberty, democracy, and freedom:
particularly from all these threats to our world, our lives, our future, and the very
nature and planet that keeps us all alive!  Examine your world, your government,
and your future: and decide for life first!  FIGHT FOR YOUR DEMOCRAC Y,
FOR YOUR CHILD, AND YOUR FUTURE!    With legal actions, that bring a
new world to this life/ BEFORE its dead.
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I remind you plain and simple, as to me:    this trial, and the end of the IRS
battles (highly unlikely to end in “legal” court, because the employees refuse to
obey the law called redress) between me and those who KNOW they are
contractually obligated by their oath, the constitution, the law, and their
employment for the nation: TO OBEY THE LAW.  But refuse, because their want,
their pride, and their thirst for power overwhelms them.   TO DO, WHAT THE
LAW DEMANDS OF THEM;  AS IS REDRESS FOR THE PEOPLE! IS
LITERALLY my last attempt to make you listen to your reality, the truth, that
threatens you.  The truth says, “unless you change honestly, NO possibility exists
that you will not die”/ this world ends soon.   MY WORK IS DONE.  Your work
decides life or death for the planet!  Simple and plain.

  Apart from the weight of that evidence against you, in plain and simple
reality; clearly understood, as testified too: by all who ran away and hid from that
reality.  They wanted greed more/ or chose fear instead, TO YOUR SHAME!

  There is also the biblical prophecy of Daniel 12:   which promises “when
the abomination arises against this earth”/   there shall be only 1290 days left
before the world is lost forever: without true change. A prophecy thousands of
years old, that becomes truly identified; should never be “laughed at”/ whether you
are religious or not.  That abomination is the threats that literally gamble  with
every life on earth.  At NIF, with their machine intending to create/ or more
correctly which will create fusion:   a fire just like the sun which cannot be put
out/ because everything here is fuel.  THEIR THEORY IS: that we need not
worry, not enough gravity here to keep it going/ but if wrong, then we all burn.
(The lake of fire, proves true as well).  And if right, then it is a worthless
experiment because it cannot be used.  What could be a bigger abomination than
that? 

 Unless it might be CERN wherein they literally intend to re-create the
single most destructive event in the history of the universe, right here on earth:
an experiment designed to replicate a second: wherein all the mass in the universe
“exploded into dust or gas”. 

 OR, how about the continual mutilation of DNA, the building blocks of all
life/ the essence of all pandemic outbreaks when boundaries are crossed
between species: a constant in their experimentation.  IT IS   the literal
CRUCIFIXION of EVERY LIVING THING, on this planet / by the absolutely
criminally murderous insane.  

   EACH OF THESE,  a terrorist without doubt..  They want, to be gods:
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SO THEY LIE, about everything they want. They tempt, manipulate, and control
by using the media to keep you in the blind/ to murder you!  We cannot put it
back: which means “nature in chaos is coming quickly and forever”:   its called
ARMAGEDDON! 

WAKE UP:   OR DIE.   Because you didn’t care enough, about anything living: 
but yourself.  And YOU, were a fool!  Don’t like to feel threatened?  PROVE IT,
STOP the fools, the leaders, the terrorists, and the murderers from completing their
task.  The definition of terrorist is: “if only we could find a way to kill them all”! 
THESE did.

Closing argument
The expansion of this case is relevant, because it is a case about freedom,

and the liberty of any people to rule themselves, and choose as a society what is to
be “THEIR JUSTICE”.  DEMOCRACY gives us that right, and its primary
foundation as WE THE PEOPLE, shall choose, defend, and protect ourselves
COMES WITH THE LAW, called redress.  Anything less, is NOT a democracy.

The foundation of this case changes from that freedom to examine the truth: 
as to what threatens us all/ because we must: or by the evidence we die.  How is
that not worthy in a courtroom “called law”/ even if it is “the dregs and debris” of
failure.  IT’S THE BEST you have; because that is what you as this society, 
allowed it to be.

The element most necessary to our survival as a planet or a nation: IS
DEDICATED to the reality of our truth, and its acceptance.  RATHER than your
want, greed, pride, or power.  You don’t get to pretend, or fantasize about your
numbers anymore:   you get to decide life, by accepting the price truth will
demand/ OR you get to decide death forever, because you refused to pay, what life
itself needs to survive.  IT’S A CHOICE, today/ but not for much longer.

You get to laugh, or cry, or pretend, or whatever you wish to believe or do; 
because that is freedom.  But you do not get to rule over truth/ and truth says you
will soon die for what your leaders have done/ for what humanity itself, chose to
allow.  You WILL grow up, and accept the responsibilities of life, or you WILL be
allowed to die: that is the judgment you SHALL make upon yourselves.  There
will be “NO going back”.  This is a simple choice:   either pay the price of life as
described by truth and reality/   OR continue as you are, and die, destroying the
future as well.    MAKE YOUR DECISION.

BUT understand this:   no one can lead you, because the world itself needs
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your individual decision/ your individual acceptance of behaviors and decisions
that do protect and defend life itself, in all its forms: because we need them. 
Regardless of your want or pride.  I do not lead/ my only offer beyond this point
is, “that I will help women define a different world”.  Because without truly
different, as a world/ we shall not survive, even if you try.  THIS IS, “the best men
did do”!  And we literally DO stand on the edge of extinction.  FIND THE
TRUTH, for yourselves!  How is that “too much to ask”?

proof of service:
I, James F. Osterbur, do hereby declare and prove that I have sent in this day
January 24, 2012; by first class US mail service/ with postage prepaid.  A copy of
this filing within the court and  to 

STATE OF IL attorney general office 
500 S. Second st.  Springfield IL 62706 

and city of Gifford, chamber of commerce
box 308  
308 S. Main st. Gifford IL 61847


